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Despite evidence of declining biosphere integrity, we currently lack understanding of how the functional diversity associated with changes in abundance among ecological communities has varied over time and before widespread human disturbances. We combine morphological, ecological, and life-history trait data for >260 extant bird species with genomic-based estimates of changing effective population size (N) to quantify demographic-based shifts in avian functional diversity over the past million years and under pre-anthropogenic climate warming. We show that functional diversity was relatively stable over this period, but underwent significant changes in some key areas of trait space due to changing species abundances. Our results suggest that patterns of population decline over the Pleistocene have been concentrated in particular regions of trait space associated with extreme reproductive strategies and low dispersal ability, consistent with an overall erosion of functional diversity. Further, species most sensitive to climate warming occupied a relatively narrow region of functional space, indicating that the largest potential population increases and decreases under climate change will occur among species with relatively similar trait sets. Overall, our results identify fluctuations in functional space of extant species over evolutionary timescales and represent the demographic-based vulnerability of different regions of functional space among these taxa. The integration of paleodemographic dynamics with functional trait data enhances our ability to quantify losses of biosphere integrity before anthropogenic disturbances and attribute contemporary biodiversity loss to different drivers over time.

The safeguarding of biological diversity is one of the society’s most pressing challenges (1), but our understanding of its decline and consequences is still limited and often constrained by the spatial and temporal scales at which natural history studies are conducted. Despite such constraints, novel opportunities exist for using information from the Quaternary period (~2.6 Mya–present) to inform conservation practices and policies in the context of climate change, including providing natural baselines of biotic responses and quantifying the vulnerability of the natural world to varying rates and magnitudes of climate change (2). Exploring biodiversity responses during pre-human periods allows us to make more clearly infer the impact of climate change without the additional effects of other anthropogenic pressures and thus tackle some of the challenges posed by the difficulty in accurately attributing observed changes to different drivers of biodiversity change (3–5). This “ attribution conundrum” exists in part because collinearity, scale dependencies, or interactions among the different potential drivers of biodiversity change (e.g., ongoing climate change, habitat loss, over-exploitation) may obscure their individual effects on species declines across taxa.

In addition to their overall effects on species declines across taxa, drivers of biodiversity change can also cause changes in the relative abundance of different species, shifting representation of key functional traits (i.e., the morphological, behavioral, or physiological features of organisms that can affect their fitness) in communities and leading to overall erosion of functional diversity (i.e., the variation among such features) over time (6–8). The loss of functional diversity associated with both species extinctions and overall declines in abundance can lead to declines in the functioning and stability of ecosystems over time, particularly during periods of broad-scale environmental variation such as climate change (9–11). An overrepresentation of species exhibiting similar traits can buffer these effects of declining abundances, allowing key ecosystem functions to be maintained during periods of biodiversity loss. Indeed, over the past century, changes in species abundances are more prevalent than global extinctions (12–15), emphasizing the need to incorporate estimates of species abundances in analyses of global functional diversity change (16). By identifying changes in representation across avian functional space (i.e., multi-dimensional functional traits | functional diversity | trait space | paleodemography | effective population size

Significance

Combining genomic-based estimates of past effective population sizes for >260 extant species and comprehensive datasets of species-specific traits, we reconstruct patterns of avian functional diversity over the last million years and under pre-anthropogenic climate warming. Our results suggest an overall preservation of functional diversity over this time, but with a significant erosion of functional diversity across peripheral regions of functional space representing more extreme trait sets. Species most sensitive to climate warming occupied more redundant areas of trait space, but overall functional diversity declined significantly during this relatively short period of the Pleistocene. Our approach provides a major step forward in understanding temporal dynamics in functional diversity before humans began to exert broad-scale effects on the biosphere.
space where species are grouped based on their functional traits) during the Pleistocene epoch (~2.6 Mya – 11.7 thousand years ago [kyr]), we aim to provide baseline estimates of functional diversity within avian communities before the widespread effects of humans on global wildlife. Doing so will identify the regions of functional space that are more resilient or more sensitive to climate warming, thus helping provide more plausible scenarios for future changes in avian functional diversity.

Current understanding of global and regional dynamics in functional diversity is limited due to missing information about the past abundances of species (2, 17). This missing information hampers our ability to estimate baselines before human impacts and to quantify the magnitude and rates of ongoing losses of functional diversity and associated ecosystem functioning during periods of rapid environmental change. The modern genomic revolution offers a unique opportunity to investigate how demographic changes may have affected functional diversity over the Earth’s history. In particular, species-specific estimates of changing effective population size ($N_e$) over thousands-to-millions of years, inferred from whole-genome sequence data (18), can provide key estimates of fluctuations in abundance over evolutionary time and across biogeographic realms. Coupling such information with morphological, life-history, and ecological trait data for a broad selection of species permits reconstruction of the representation (in terms of abundance) of different functional traits over different periods of the distant past, revealing trait sets associated with functional diversity across a dynamically changing global environment. For instance, the last million years on Earth have been punctuated by periods of intense climate warming and cooling (19, 20). A recent analysis of genomic data in birds revealed that while overall bird abundance has steadily declined over the past million years, certain sets of morphological/life-history traits were associated with either species-specific population increases or decreases during discrete periods of climate warming and cooling (21). These observations suggest that the functional diversity of avian communities also fluctuates over time and during periods of climate variation. Identifying regions of functional space that are less occupied in more recent time periods due to population declines of certain species can provide baseline information on the diversity and composition of long-term ecological strategies leading up to the modern Holocene epoch (~11 kyr–present). Such information will also illuminate regions of the global functional trait space which may be less resilient to future environmental challenges, beyond those documented under contemporary studies of population responses to current climate change.

Here, we combine morphological, ecological, and life-history trait data for >260 extant bird species with estimates of changing $N_e$ to quantify shifts in avian functional diversity over the past million years and explore patterns of change over time and space. We reconstruct the abundance-weighted functional trait space of these bird species in three time periods to quantify how functional diversity has changed 1) over time, 2) across the Earth’s major zoogeographic realms, and 3) how abundances have shifted across the avian functional space to potentially influence these patterns. We further quantify changes in functional diversity during the most recent period of abrupt climate warming over the past million years to identify the areas of the functional space most sensitive to broad-scale climate warming.

**Results**

**Changes in Occupation of Functional Trait Space Over Time.**
Principal component analysis (PCA) of six key morphological/life-history traits associated with long-term demographic change identified two principal components (PCs) that explain 77.6% (PC1 = 56.95%, PC1 = 20.60%) of the variance in avian functional trait space among 263 species (Fig. 1A). Within this functional space, the main axis of variation ran from smaller-bodied species with smaller eggs and shorter incubation times to larger species with larger eggs and longer incubation times (left to right in each panel of Fig. 1A; more strongly associated with PC1 than PC2). The secondary axis of variation ran from species with large clutch sizes and a smaller hand-wing index (indicative of reduced dispersal ability; see Methods) to small-clutch species with a larger hand-wing index (Upper to Lower section in each panel of Fig. 1A; more strongly associated with PC2 than PC1).

Trait probability densities (TPDs), calculated via abundance-weighted PC values, varied among three equal time periods (1 Mya–666 kya, 332–30 kya) over the past million years, but revealed that small-bodied species with smaller clutch sizes and a smaller hand-wing index were consistently more abundant and represent a “hotspot” in functional trait space (Fig. 1A). Estimates of functional “redundancy” (measured here as over- or underrepresentation of species compared to null expectations) within such core portions of the functional trait space remained similar across the three time periods (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). However, occupancy within peripheral portions of the functional space gradually eroded from more ancient time through more recent time (Fig. 1A), revealing an overall decrease in abundance of larger-bodied species with a smaller hand-wing index (e.g., larger PC1 and PC2 values, upper arrow in Fig. 1A), as well as an overall decrease in large-bodied species with longer incubation durations and a larger hand-wing index (i.e., larger PC1 and lower PC2 values, lower arrow in Fig. 1A). Comparisons of TPD dissimilarity indices to null expectations highlighted significant differences in TPDs between Time 3 (1 Mya–666 kya) and Time 2 (665–333 kya; Standardized Effect Size [SES] = 3.46, $P < 0.01$) and Time 2 and Time 1 (332–30 kya; SES = 4.33, $P < 0.01$), thereby confirming that functional diversity gradually shifted between each of three focal time periods. Overall dissimilarity across the entire study (Time 3 to Time 1) was strongly significant (SES = 7.66, $P < 0.001$; Fig. 1B) and was the result of both declines and increases across different portions of the global functional trait space (Fig. 1C). We detected overall declines in representation among smaller-bodied species with smaller eggs and larger clutch sizes from more ancient time to more recent time, as well as overall increases among large-bodied species with longer incubation durations and a larger hand-wing index, indicative of stronger dispersal ability (Fig. 1C). Despite this, there were clear pockets of changing representation along each PC axis, rather than an overall gradient of increase/decline along each axis of variation (e.g., both increases and decreases among larger-bodied species). Thus, the nuances of change in functional diversity of birds over the past million years are best captured through consideration of whole-phenotypic variation and each species’ position in multi-dimensional trait space, rather than their position along individual axes of functional variation.

**Changes in Occupation of Functional Trait Space across Zoogeographic Realms.** Changes in functional diversity from the ancient past (Time 3) to the more recent past (Time 1) varied among the Earth’s major zoogeographic realms, where occupation of different portions of the functional space shifted over time (Fig. 2A). Realm-specific changes revealed varying trait-based vulnerabilities to demographic change, with the erosion of multiple hotspots of functional diversity over time (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Overall dissimilarity in occupation of functional space over the last million years appears highest in the Sino-Japanese
and Afrotropical realms, and lowest in the Oriental, Nearctic, and Panamanian realms (Fig. 2B). For the majority of realms, such changes in functional diversity were smaller more recently (Time 2 to Time 1) than in the distant past (Time 3 to Time 2), with the largest change occurring in the Sino-Japanese realm between Time 3 and Time 2 (though note the relatively small sample size within this realm; Fig. 2B). Despite these fluctuations in functional diversity over time, overall changes in species-specific abundances remained relatively similar across realms, with only Nearctic and Sino-Japanese species exhibiting significant increases in mean Ne between Time 3 and Time 2, whereas no significant changes occurred between Time 2 and Time 1 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Although somewhat speculative given the uneven sample sizes among realms, this relative consistency of change across realms may indicate that overall changes in functional diversity (Fig. 1A–C) represent fluctuations in global avian community composition over time, rather than dramatic increases or decreases in population size within species groups occupying certain geographic regions.

Representation of Categorical Traits Over Time. Analysis of species-specific abundances revealed shifting representation of key traits describing different ecological and life-history strategies over time. Global models describing species-specific Ne across categorical trait groups represented relatively good fits to the data for 280 species across all three time periods (Time 1: R² = 0.12, Time 2: R² = 0.13, Time 3: R² = 0.10) and top-model subsets (within ΔAIC ≤ 7 from the best-fitting model) for Time 1, Time 2, and Time 3 consisted of n = 12, 14, and 15 models, respectively (SI Appendix, Table S1). Final averaged models revealed both shifting representation of some key traits from more ancient time to more recent time, as well as consistently higher or lower representation of other trait groups over the past one million years (Fig. 3). Specifically, abundance was linked to main diet type in the more ancient time periods, where species whose main diet consisted of either fruit, seeds, invertebrates, or plant material exhibited significantly higher mean Ne than species with other main diet types in both Time 2 and Time 3. However, main diet was not associated with Ne in the final averaged model for Time 1. Similarly, migratory species were more represented in Time 1 and Time 2, but migration strategy was not significantly associated with abundance in Time 3. Further, semi-precocial or semi-altricial species were less abundant in Time 1, but developmental mode was not associated with abundance in more ancient time periods. In contrast to these shifting associations, broad taxonomic classification was consistently linked to abundance across Time 1 and Time 2, but migration strategy was not significantly associated with abundance in Time 3. Further, semi-precocial or semi-altricial species were less abundant in Time 1, but developmental mode was not associated with abundance in more ancient time periods. In contrast to these shifting associations, broad taxonomic classification was consistently linked to abundance across Time 1 and Time 2, but migration strategy was not significantly associated with abundance in Time 3. Further, semi-precocial or semi-altricial species were less abundant in Time 1, but developmental mode was not associated with abundance in more ancient time periods. In contrast to these shifting associations, broad taxonomic classification was consistently linked to abundance across Time 1 and Time 2, but migration strategy was not significantly associated with abundance in Time 3. Further, semi-precocial or semi-altricial species were less abundant in Time 1, but developmental mode was not associated with abundance in more ancient time periods. In contrast to these shifting associations, broad taxonomic classification was consistently linked to abundance across Time 1 and Time 2, but migration strategy was not significantly associated with abundance in Time 3. Further, semi-precocial or semi-altricial species were less abundant in Time 1, but developmental mode was not associated with abundance in more ancient time periods. In contrast to these shifting associations, broad taxonomic classification was consistently linked to abundance across Time 1 and Time 2, but migration strategy was not significantly associated with abundance in Time 3. Further, semi-precocial or semi-altricial species were less abundant in Time 1, but developmental mode was not associated with abundance in more ancient time periods. In contrast to these shifting associations, broad taxonomic classification was consistently linked to abundance across Time 1 and Time 2, but migration strategy was not significantly associated with abundance in Time 3. Further, semi-precocial or semi-altricial species were less abundant in Time 1, but developmental mode was not associated with abundance in more ancient time periods. In contrast to these shifting associations, broad taxonomic classification was consistently linked to abundance across Time 1 and Time 2, but migration strategy was not significantly associated with abundance in Time 3. Further, semi-precocial or semi-altricial species were less abundant in Time 1, but developmental mode was not associated with abundance in more ancient time periods. In contrast to these shifting associations, broad taxonomic classification was consistently linked to abundance across Time 1 and Time 2, but migration strategy was not significantly associated with abundance in Time 3. Further, semi-precocial or semi-altricial species were less abundant in Time 1, but developmental mode was not associated with abundance in more ancient time periods. In contrast to these shifting associations, broad taxonomic classification was consistently linked to abundance across Time 1 and Time 2, but migration strategy was not significantly associated with abundance in Time 3. Further, semi-precocial or semi-altricial species were less abundant in Time 1, but developmental mode was not associated with abundance in more ancient time periods.
one of the most recent periods of climate warming over the past million years (~147–123 kya), revealing that broad-scale changes in functional diversity can also occur during relatively short periods of intense environmental change. This warming event represents a change of ~8°C in Global Average Surface Temperature from modern levels (19) and thus offers key insight into the baseline direction and magnitude of functional change that can occur over the next several centuries due to climate warming alone, independent of additional anthropogenic stressors. In particular, the largest increases and declines in abundance occurred among species occupying relatively similar areas of functional space (i.e., smaller-bodied species with smaller egg masses, shorter incubation durations, larger clutches, and lower hand-wing indexes; Fig. 4B), compared to the more broadly distributed changes in functional space across the past million years (Fig. 1C). Despite such suble changes in occupation of functional space, dissimilarity indexes between the beginning and end of this period of climate warming differed significantly from null expectations (SES = 5.29, P < 0.01; Fig. 4B)

**Discussion**

Building on the largest reconstruction of avian paleodemography yet available (21) and newly assembled comparative datasets of a broad range of species-specific traits (23), we show that avian functional diversity was relatively stable over the last million years. However, we also found that significant changes in representation have occurred among key regions of demographic-based functional space during this period of the mid-to-late Pleistocene, indicating that a large proportion of levels of functional redundancy were intact before the global expansion of humans. In addition to these long-term changes in functional diversity among extant bird species, we also identified the region of functional space most sensitive to changes in abundance during one of the most recent climate warming events (~147–123 kya). These findings provide relevant baselines for avian functional diversity before widespread human influence, but may also help inform scenarios to anticipate and quantify the functional diversity consequences of future climate change.

While birds exhibit a wide variety of trait sets that enable them to engage in numerous and important ecosystem functions, including seed dispersal, pollination, control of insect populations, and the consumption of dead animals (24), we found that avian functional space over the last million years was largely defined by a limited set of trait combinations and ecological or life-history strategies. Fluctuations in functional diversity over time thus appear to be triggered by changes in demographic-based representation of peripheral regions of functional space representing less common trait combinations and a limited number of categorical trait groups.
Remarkably different morphological forms and life-history strategies often co-occur within ecosystems, but no single form or strategy can optimize reproductive output and abundance over time (25). Our observed changes in abundance of highly differentiated bird strategies over the past million years (Fig. 1C) support such theory regarding the coexistence of multiple and even contrasting strategies optimizing demographic representation. The relative position of species in functional space strongly determined how their abundance changed between the most ancient and most recent time periods; however, detecting such changes required considering multiple dimensions of functional variation simultaneously, as species with similar values for one dimension of variation (e.g., body size) exhibited highly contrasting responses depending on additional morphological traits and/or life-history strategies. For instance, regions of functional space representing species with larger body sizes and a larger hand-wing index (indicative of stronger dispersal ability; e.g., Northern fulmar—Fulmarus glacialis; Cory’s shearwater—Calonectris borealis; Golden eagle—Aquila chrysaetos) increased in relative abundance from more ancient (Time 3) to more recent (Time 1) periods (Fig. 1C). In contrast, we detected
decreases in relative abundance over time in large-bodied species with larger clutches and a relatively lower hand-wing index (e.g., Emu—Dromaius novaehollandiae; Southern cassowary—Casuarius casuarius; Swan Goose—Anser cygnoides). In addition to this variation associated with dispersal ability, we found that migratory species were better represented in terms of overall abundance than partially migratory or resident species during more recent time periods (Fig. 3). Recent work indicates that long-distance migrants are able to shift their distribution to better match climate refugia during glacial periods, resulting in little negative effects on population size over glacial/interglacial cycles (26). Our findings concur that migratory species and those exhibiting proxies for stronger dispersal ability exhibited long-term increases in abundance compared to more sedentary species over the Pleistocene, a period punctuated by dramatic climate variation (19, 20). We further determined that semi-precocial/semi-altricial species declined over time (i.e., significantly underrepresented in Time 1; Fig. 3), despite the fact that species with longer incubation durations tended to increase from more ancient to more recent time (Fig. 1C). These and other results across various taxonomic plant and animal groups (7, 27, 28) highlight the importance of considering multiple axes of continuous and categorical functional variation, and thus similar or co-occurring life-history strategies, when examining past or projecting future changes in abundance across communities.

A key aspect of safeguarding biological diversity requires maintaining high levels of species which contribute similar roles to ecosystem functioning (i.e., functional redundancy) to avoid critical losses of functions following the declines and extinctions of individual species. Since the mid-1990s, ecologists have been exploring the effects of species loss on overall ecosystem functioning, ecosystem stability, nutrient balance, and productivity (29–33). However, in terms of practical conservation outcomes, functional redundancy has been considered a “double-edge sword” (34) because functionally redundant species may be considered more expendable, in that their loss will have minimal impact on ecosystem functions. Research over the last decade has demonstrated that the representation of species occupying similar regions of functional space, and thus contributing similar roles to ecosystem functioning, is a critical aspect of the resilience of biological diversity to global change (7, 35, 36). Therefore, functional diversity has become a major focus in conservation tools and policies. The Essential Biodiversity Variables (37) for example include community composition and ecosystem functioning as key measurements to study and manage biodiversity, and functional diversity is also an integral part of the IUCN Red List of Ecosystems (38). We found that functional redundancy has remained broadly stable over the Pleistocene (SI Appendix, Fig. S1), with the largest representation of species in functional trait space (i.e., “hotspots”) occurring among smaller birds with shorter incubation times and slightly larger clutch sizes (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). This represents a nearly universal pattern among taxonomic groups, where smaller, more fecund species tend to be better represented in functional trait space (6, 7, 36, 39). Thus, while the largest overall declines in abundance have occurred among such species (Fig. 1C), their overrepresentation may buffer ecosystem functioning to long-term declines in global bird abundance both over the past million years (21) and more recently (15). We further observed that peripheral regions of functional space (e.g., those representing larger-bodied, less-fecund species with stronger dispersal ability) gradually eroded over time (Fig. 1A and C). These findings suggest that while a large proportion of levels of functional redundancy (and the stability of ecosystem functioning that it provided) was intact before the end of the Pleistocene, there has likely been an overall decline of ecosystem functioning related to the declining abundance of some large species, even before the significant onset of human-related disturbance during the modern Holocene epoch.

This overall downsizing, in terms of body size, of ecological communities across thousands of years is a recurrent pattern among vertebrates (7), particularly in mammals, and has triggered multiple instances of changing community composition and ecosystem functioning in the past (40, 41).

In addition to these long-term changes in functional diversity among bird species, we also identified the region of the functional space representing species which have undergone the strongest declines and increases in abundance during one of the most intense periods of pre-anthropogenic climate warming (~147–123 ka). Unlike observed changes in functional diversity over the past million years (Fig. 1C), the largest increases and decreases in occupation of functional space during this period of climate warming occurred among species with relatively similar trait sets (Fig. 4A). Thus, the significant changes in overall functional diversity (Fig. 4B) observed during this period cannot be easily assigned to one or several axes of trait variation. Instead, long-term population responses to climate warming are likely determined by a complex series of trait interactions that dictate how relatively similar species may react differently to periods of abrupt climate change (21). Such results further highlight the importance of incorporating long-term demographic changes (i.e., over evolutionary timescales) when testing hypotheses regarding how species will respond to broad-scale global environmental change.

Estimating spatial and temporal changes in abundance-weighted functional diversity provides an empirical context for exploring numerous questions related to life-history theory under global change. Here, our two dimensions of avian functional trait space broadly reflect the r versus K (i.e., “fast” versus “slow” life-histories) selection continuum (42) and how different dimensions of species representation across this continuum have shifted over the last million years. By placing different groupings of bird species (e.g., by habitat type, diet, migration strategy, developmental mode, or current conservation status) within this functional space, we can observe temporal dynamics of functional diversity in light of demographic changes in different regions of the world. The recent and ongoing erosion of functional diversity has been explored across a variety of taxa, particularly in response to modern anthropogenic drivers of biodiversity loss (6, 7, 10). For instance, over the last 50 y, declines in bird abundance across North America have not only affected rare or threatened species, but rather represent widespread population declines across phylogenetic families and ecosystems (15). Estimates of past extinction rates and projections of future functional diversity for birds at a global scale also show that larger-bodied species with later fledging ages, longer incubation times, and lower dispersal ability (i.e., K-selected “slow” life-histories) are more susceptible to extinction than smaller species with faster breeding times, suggesting that the variety of life-history strategies among these threatened groups are particularly vulnerable to be lost (7, 43). However, to date, knowledge of if and how such shifts in avian functional diversity have occurred in the distant past has remained limited. Our findings that such vulnerable species represent rarer regions of avian functional space that have gradually eroded over the past million years highlight the need for increased conservation efforts to safeguard their potentially critical contributions to ecosystem functioning.

Estimating past abundances of species for analysis of global functional diversity opens exciting venues for future research, but remains challenging. To date, estimates of past demographic change based on fossil remains have been exceedingly difficult to obtain, in part due to limited fossilization potential across many species and ecosystems, particularly within the tropics (44, 45). The genomic revolution and subsequent development of coalescence theory and methods have contributed to partly overcome such limitations, allowing for robust
estimates of long-term demographic change from whole-genome sequence data (18). However, while genomic sampling for our study stems from one of the largest cross-species efforts among any vertebrate or plant group (46), and the selection of species included in our analyses covers a wide spectrum of avian taxonomic, morphological, and geographic diversity, there remain thousands of species that are yet to be sequenced. To match the extensive collection and dissemination of functional and morphological trait data now released for all extant bird species (23), an acceleration of genomic sequencing in birds, both in terms of methodology and number of species, is of utmost importance. For instance, the temporal resolution that many current methods can achieve for estimates of demographic change is so far unable to detect centennial-to-decadal changes in abundance and related functional diversity, thus reducing the potential to establish parallels and conservation lessons for the current abrupt changes in species abundances we are witnessing around the globe (2, 20). While newly developed methods may offer a path to overcoming these obstacles and estimating \( N_e \) changes within the past - 100 generations, they require increased genomic sampling from more individuals within/among populations (47), which may not always be feasible for rarer species. Working toward this target of paired high-resolution genomic and functional trait data for all bird species will usher in a new generation of broad-scale comparative analyses with implications for conservation action by exploring the impacts of rapid environmental change on avian resilience over longer timescales and up to the present era (48).

The functioning of ecosystems, their resilience to change, and the services they provide are related to the functional diversity of their constituent species (49). Our temporally explicit approach, using over 260 bird species and representing all major avian orders and a global distribution, provides baseline information of functional diversity leading into the modern period of human-induced biodiversity change referred to as the Anthropocene. These findings help to reveal the magnitude and direction of changes in functional diversity and uncover the most sensitive regions of the avian functional space to climate warming. Over a large part of the Pleistocene, the overall functional diversity of bird species has remained largely stable, but with significant changes in some of the rarest areas of functional trait space. This suggests the overall preservation of similar levels of functional diversity over the past million years likely reduces the potential for declines in ecosystem resilience. However, specific regions of functional space have shown substantial declines in demographic-based representation, even before humans began to exert broad-scale effects on the biosphere. Based on our retrospective approach among extant species, smaller-bodied species with larger clutches, smaller eggs, shorter incubation durations, and lower dispersal ability are expected to be prone to the largest changes in abundance under future warming. In light of such findings, the integration of paleodemographic dynamics with functional trait data will enhance our understanding of functional diversity and help improve estimates of biodiversity declines over time.

Materials and Methods

Genomic-Based Estimates of Demographic Change Over One Million Years.

Species-specific estimates of \( N_e \) over the past million years were estimated using the Pairwise Sequential Markovian Coalescent (PSMC) method (18) applied to whole-genome sequence data, following Germain et al. (21). We used whole-genome sequencing data for 345 extant bird species assembled by Feng et al. (46) as part of the Bird 10,000 Genomes (B10K) Project (https://b10k.genomics.cn). This represents a dense taxonomic sampling scheme of >90% of bird families, with the intention of representing a large portion of avian genomic and functional trait diversity. As part of this previous study, genomes for each species were consistently sequenced and assembled to minimize potential error due to bioinformatics artifacts, and heterozygous information for each species was inferred based on a BWA+GATK pipeline (18, 50). We applied four filtering steps to obtain high-quality SNPs, including a) removing homologous SNPs and SNPs with more than two alternative alleles, b) removing SNPs with an interval below 10bp, c) removing SNPs with a read depth below 1/3 or over twice the average read depth across the genome, and d) removing SNPs with a root mean square mapping quality lower than 25 (51). We used branch-specific estimates of the substation rate per site (\( R \)) as proxies for mutation rate (\( \mu \)) and estimated divergence times (t) via MCMCtree applied to fossil records (52–54), both provided from the most up-to-date avian phylogeny using B10K resources. We then scaled specific-specific mutation rates to mutation rate per site per generation as \( \mu = \frac{R}{T} \times T \), where T is the generation time for each species.

To maximize reliability of PSMC analyses, we removed 20 species with lower-quality heterozygosity information (<18× genome-wide coverage or >25% missing data), following Nadachowska-Bryza et al. (55). For the remaining 325 species, we used the PSMC settings `-N 30 -t 5 -p 4 +251*1+4+6*10` with a reduced dataset and then scaled results to real time using estimated mutation rate (above) and generation time (56). These parameters ensure a high number of PSMC-based estimates of \( N_e \) without changing the overall shape of the PSMC curve (21, 51). Data representing \( N_e \) estimates (>104) scaled to real time via PSMC for all 325 species are available in the Dryad Digital Repository (doi: 10.5061/dryad.fn2234t8).

The PSMC method assumes species come from a single panmictic population. While gene-flow and population structure can potential influence individual \( N_e \) estimates over time (18, 57), we adopted a conservative approach of limiting our analysis to the 285 species and periods of the Pleistocene (30 kya–1 mya) where we had full genomic coverage and the highest confidence in PSMC-based estimates of \( N_e \). Our analyses further incorporate species across a broad geographic sampling region and with varying life-history strategies (below), meaning that any geographic variation or life-history strategy (e.g., long-distance migration) which may affect population structure will add additional noise but should not bias our results or interpretations. Germain et al. (21) further assessed the robustness of these estimated \( N_e \) trajectories to the sensitivity of PSMC to variation in mutation rates (18), by varying species-specific mutation rates within reasonable ranges. To do so, they sampled 100 estimates of divergence time from the posterior distribution of nodes corresponding to each species, as estimated from MCMCtree, and calculated 100 mutation rates for each species (using fixed substitution rates and generation times). Scaling PSMC outputs using these generated mutation rates produced 100 \( N_e \) trajectories per species, which revealed quantitatively similar patterns across the entire dataset (21).

From these criteria, we generated a mean of 173 (+18.2 SD, range = 92–216) point estimates of \( N_e \) per species across the full study period. We separated species-specific \( N_e \) values into three roughly equal time periods over the Pleistocene (Time 1 = 332 – 30 kya, Time 2 = 665 – 333 kya, Time 3 = 1 Mya – 666 kya) and calculated species-specific means for each period (58). Separating and averaging \( N_e \) estimates over these periods provided the most conservative approach to quantifying conservation-relevant, pre-anthropogenic baselines over the past million years. In particular, while PSMC-based estimates of \( N_e \) are considered to be most reliable between ~20 kya and 2 Mya, this method provides more detailed representations of short-term demographic fluctuations in the more recent past (i.e., up to ~200kya), whereas point estimates are calculated over longer time frames in the more distant past (18, 59). Thus, averaging a large number of point estimates across relatively large time periods can help chart long-term demographic changes over time while accounting for potential differences in the accuracy of single \( N_e \) estimates between the more recent and more distant past (18, 59). We further calculated species-specific mean \( N_e \) values for two periods representing the beginning and end of the most recent episode of abrupt climate warming (~147–123 kya) over the past million years (19). These corresponded to 160–140 kya (“warming beginning”) and 125–105 kya (“warming end”) and represented means of 6.7 (+0.9 SD, range 3–9) and 8.1 (+1.3 SD, range = 4–11) point estimates per species.

Our final dataset consisted of full demographic histories for species representing 39 avian orders and geographic distributions ranging from the Arctic to the tropics (21). Demographic histories among n = 34 species currently listed as “threatened” or “near-threatened” exhibit contrasting patterns of \( N_e \) increase/decrease over the past million years (21) and are thus unlikely to affect patterns of functional diversity change over time.

Functional Trait Datasets.

Morphological, life-history, and ecological trait data for each species were assembled via museum specimens, live-caught individuals,
and published databases following several previous comparative studies in birds (16, 23, 60–62). We used six key morphological and life-history traits identified by Germain et al. (21) as being associated with long-term changes in \( N_e \) over the Pleistocene. These six continuous traits were (1) “body mass,” mean unsexed body mass (g) or mean of male and female mass, (2) “bill length,” mean unsexed bill length (mm) or mean of male and female bill length (exposed culmen), (3) “egg mass,” mean mass (g) of fresh eggs, (4) “clutch size,” mean number of eggs per clutch, (5) “incubation duration,” duration of clutch incubation (days), and (6) “hand-wing index,” measured as the distance [mm] between the tip of the first secondary feather to the tip of the longest primary feather, divided by total wing chord length and multiplied by 100. Bill dimensions reflect the trophic or dietary niche (60), and hand-wing index provides a metric of flight efficiency and dispersal ability (63, 64). In total, 263 of the original 285 species had complete information for all six traits and were included in analysis of abundance-weighted representation within functional trait space (below).

We further assigned each species to one of the 11 main zoogeographic realms characterized by Holt et al. (22), via multi-taxa species assemblages. We assigned migratory species to the realm corresponding to their breeding range, and species with ranges extending across multiple realms were assigned to the realm from which the individual sample used for whole-genome sequencing originated.

Categorical traits representing ecological and life-history strategies included broad taxonomic classification (landbirds, raptors, shorebirds, waterbirds, waterfowl), main diet (i.e., aquatic invertebrates, fruit, seeds, invertebrates, nectar, plant material [other than fruit, seeds, or nectar], scavenged material, vertebrae) that comprises >50% of the species’ diet, or classified as “omnivore” if none of the food types represent >50% of diet, habitat type (open, semi-open, dense), territoriality (none, weak, strong), migratory strategy (sedentary, partially migratory, migratory), and developmental mode (altricial, semi-preocial or semi-altricial, precocial). Sample sizes for each group within these categorical traits are provided in SI Appendix, Table S2; 280 species had complete information for each categorical trait investigated and were thus included in downstream analyses of representation among groups over time (below).

Statistical Analyses.

Abundance-Weighted Occupation of Functional Trait Space. All analyses were performed in R 3.6.3 (65). Analysis of changes of occupancy within functional trait space over the three time periods follows the trait probability density (TPD) approach of Carmona et al. (7, 66). We first log-transformed our six key continuous traits and used PCA from correlation matrices to compile them into a functional trait space with a minimum number of dimensions. Each species was represented in this functional trait space by their PCA scores based on their traits. Using the TPD package (66), we created community-based (i.e., combining all 263 species) TPDs for Time 1, Time 2, and Time 3. Following Carmona et al. (27), we applied a kernel density function for each species using a multivariate normal distribution centered on the coordinates of the species in functional trait space; bandwidth was selected via the un constrained bandwidth selectors described in Duong (67). We used the species-specific \( N_e \) estimates in each of the three time periods to weight the contribution of each species’s kernel to the aggregated TPD function. These TPD functions represent the abundance-weighted occupation of the functional trait space by the avian community in each time period, where all other parameters (i.e., the number of species and trait attributes of each species) remain constant over time. Because we assume that the ecological and morphological traits of each distinct species have remained constant over the past million years (a relatively brief period in avian evolution (68)), and because our analysis includes the same species composition in each time period, any change in avian functional diversity detected through this TPD approach can be solely attributed to species-specific changes in \( N_e \) (8, 46, 66, 69).

We then quantified the overlap-based dissimilarity between the TPD functions of each pair of time periods and compared each dissimilarity to null distributions to test whether changes in the occupation of the functional trait space differed from random expectations. Null distributions were calculated by assigning three random abundance values (representing the three time periods) to each species within their maximum and minimum observed \( N_e \) values, creating abundance-weighted TPD functions for each time period and calculating overlap-based dissimilarity between each (as above), and repeating this process for 1000 iterations. Dissimilarity indices between time periods were considered significant if they fell outside of the 95% confidence intervals generated from these distributions.

Finally, we explored temporal changes in the patterns of occupation of the functional space between Time 1 and Time 3. Following Carmona et al. (7), we expressed the TPD functions of each of these time periods in terms of quantities and subtracted the quantile values of Time 3 from those of Time 1 across all points of the functional space. Negative values of this index represent a lower density of occupation of the particular part of the functional space in the more recent history than in the more distant past (i.e., species with such trait combinations were less abundant in Time 1 than they were in Time 3) and vice versa.

We repeated this process for each of the major zoogeographic realms, where we calculated realm-specific TPD functions and estimated overall dissimilarity (quantile changes) in abundance-weighted functional trait diversity between Time 1 and Time 3. To avoid spurious results for underrepresented realms in our dataset, realms that contained <10 sampled species (Madagascan and Saharo-Arabian) were excluded from comparison of geographic patterns of variation in functional diversity over time. We further estimated overall dissimilarity (quantile changes) in abundance-weighted functional trait diversity between the “warming beginning” and “warming end” periods to identify which trait sets exhibited the largest increases and decreases in occupation of functional trait set during this period of abrupt, pre-anthropogenic climate warming.

Representation of Categorical Traits Over Time. We used linear models and multi-model inference to identify the representation (in terms of species-specific abundances) among categorical trait groups over the past million years. For each of the three focal time periods (\( N_e \) values scaled within each period), we constructed a global model with each of our ecological traits (taxonomic classification, main diet, habitat type, territoriality, migratory strategy, developmental mode) as predictors. Goodness-of-fit (\( R^2 \)) of each global model was assessed by the conditional coefficient of determination (70). We ran all possible combinations of these predictors (\( n = 32 \) models for each time period) and selected a subset of models which included the best-fitting model (determined via Akaike Information Criterion, AIC) and those with \( \Delta \text{AIC} \leq 7 \) from the best-fitting model (SI Appendix, Table S1). We chose this AIC cutoff to ensure that estimates of the links between functional group categories and \( N_e \) during each time period were as conservative and inclusive as possible (71). We then averaged parameter estimates for each predictor included in these subsets to create one representative estimate of the relative representation of each trait group in each time period.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. Demographic data (.txt files representing Ne estimates for 325 species) have been deposited in Dryad (doi:10.5061/dryad.fn234t2). Previously published data on species-specific traits were used for this work (23).
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